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Chapter 2407
Shane Yu got up quickly at this time, and walked to the window with the cat, and then
leaned forward and looked down the street.

“Strange, there are only three people.” Shane Yu frowned and whispered to George.

“Three people?” When Fu Mang heard this, his whole person was stunned.

After all, in their cognition, the person who came at this time should obviously be the
person who was not good, and since the person who came was not good, it must be a
horrible and evil person.

How come there are just three people? !

“Did you read it wrong?” Fu Mang didn’t believe it. He stood up as he spoke, then
walked to the window a few steps, glanced tightly and lightly, his brows frowned.

“Three thousand, there are indeed only three people.” Fu Mang turned around and said
strangely.

George frowned, looked at each other strangely with Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng, and for a
while couldn’t figure out why.

“The point is… it seems that there are still three women.” Fu Mang said.

“Three women?” At

this moment, everyone in the room was stunned.

In the middle of the night, three women suddenly came to the door, which is really
incredible.

“fcuk me, three thousand, you don’t want to carry our Amelia on your back, you’re
outside…what’s that…, and then ran away after eating, it will be caught up by others.”
Suddenly he patted his head and said loudly.

George looked at him speechlessly, if it hadn’t been for a long time to reunite, George
really wanted to slap this guy to death.

Die early and reincarnate early, and in the next life, choose a smart head and sit down
again.



Seeing George looking at him, Fu Mang’s mouth opened one after another, and he was
stunned. But just as George said, this guy Fu Mang sometimes gets up, and that’s really
worse than anyone else.

Obviously, in front of George’s eyes, Fu Mang hadn’t reflected what was going on. He
just froze for a moment and said, “Oh, don’t you look at me with this kind of eyes.”

“Although Amelia and I are relatives. , But, you are also my good brother, I won’t tell
Amelia. Besides, it’s not normal for this man to have three wives and four concubines
outside. Even from a certain point of view, the more three wives and four concubines
you can get A man, the more it means that he has strength and ability, otherwise you will
be the stupid of those women.”

After that, the stupid seemed to be unsatisfied, and tried to provoke everyone’s approval,
saying to everyone: “Brothers , Do you think it is right?”

“Leader is not the kind of person you are talking about.” Pure poetry naturally does not
accept the practice of Fu Mang.

For her, flying with wings is the best expectation. Polygamy will only have more wings
and flying messy.

Jianghu Baixiaosheng’s IQ was obviously much higher than that of Fumang. At this time,
he glanced at George, and then chose not to hear it and not to participate.

There are only a few disciples. After all, Fu Mang is the leader of the boss. Now he can
only look at George’s face while nodding awkwardly: “Yes, yes!”

George watched as Fu Mang was getting some people. After he nodded his head and
agreed, the look of the dog who considered himself the most intelligent in the world was
really angrily: “Fu Mang, have not seen you for so long, have you started to feel
humorous?”

“Humor? Ha! “Fu Mang didn’t know it, and touched his head embarrassedly: “In fact, I
am a person with many advantages.” When

Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng heard this, he silently covered his hand on his face, and then
didn’t turn aside. .

He couldn’t bear to watch it any longer, it was so fcuking embarrassing.

Fu Li gently stabbed Fu Mang with his hand from behind: “Stop

talking .” After speaking, Fu Li madly hinted that Fu Mang looked at George’s eyes. The
old fool was stunned for a long time before seeing Han. The “killing intent” in Three
Thousand’s eyes.

Suddenly, he stood still and said nothing.



“In George’s eyes, naturally, only Amelia is the only one. Otherwise, with Qin Shuang’s
appearance, would there be any other women out there?” Fuli hurriedly hit the field.

“That’s right, Senior Sister Qin Shuang is so beautiful, and everyone knows that Senior
Sister Qin Shuang likes the leader. As long as the leader nods, Senior Sister Qin
Shuang will definitely not hesitate. But even so, the leader is loyal to the leader’s wife
and supports the leader. , You are not allowed to slander my leader.” The poetry said
with a small mouth.

Although she never denies that she likes and admires George, even if George nods her
head, she will not turn back, but these will not hinder the simple and innocent love of
George and Amelia. Yearning and maintenance.

Fu Mang was speechless. The key problem was that George’s eyes made him afraid to
refute.

“However, the three women came to the door, what is the so-called?” Jianghu Bai
Xiaosheng looked at George, wondering.

“Yes, I’m thinking about this too. But if you go and have a look, don’t you know?” George
said softly.

Then, George stood up, glanced at everyone present, and finally turned his gaze on Fu
Mang’s body: “I will go down first. You take everyone to hide. If there is any emergency,
you Just get out of the city, you know?”

“This… let’s go together.” Fu Mang was a little reluctant. Being a brother, he naturally
wanted to live and die together.

“Take care of all the brothers, you know?” George refused coldly.

Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng nodded hurriedly and stopped Fu Mang. He knew that George’s
actions were just to protect his brothers.

Perhaps, the mass deaths of the brothers in the Tianhu City Inn were attacked by
George and lingered.

“He doesn’t want to reproduce the tragedy that day!” Bai Xiaosheng said.

George nodded, just after taking two steps, he suddenly remembered something.

“Linlong, come with me first.” After finishing speaking, George’s hand moved, Linlong’s
figure suddenly turned into a light, attached to George’s arm.

“Suck it leisurely, now the heart of the Dragon Race is different.” George said with divine
knowledge.



Once inside George’s body, Linlong also noticed something was wrong. If the former
George had a huge aura energy store after he had the heart of the dragon clan, now…

this storehouse has become even bigger, but…the evil phenomena also emerge in
endlessly.

It’s like the sea in a volcanic crater. Although it can fly freely, the bottom of the water
reveals murderous intentions at any time.

“Your energy has changed?” Lin Long frowned.

“Those are chaotic air!” George replied.

“What are you talking about? These… these are the Qi of Chaos?” Hearing George’s
answer, Lin Long was taken aback, tightly, and exclaimed in a very surprised tone.

George originally thought it didn’t matter, but at this moment he felt the trembling of
Linlong’s body on his arms. He couldn’t help but wonder: “What’s wrong with you?”
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“Oh my God, Chaos Qi, Han…George, are you going to die?” Ignoring George’s
question, Linlong’s body was still slightly steep at this time. The whole dragon also
looked extremely excited.

“I sucked it in from the belly of the evil gluttony, what’s wrong? Will this endanger my
life?” George frowned slightly, wondering.

To be honest, George also felt a little uneasy after receiving these chaotic airs. He didn’t
know if this thing was good or bad. Anyway, it was all because of temporary anger and
revenge.

Hearing Linlong’s words, George’s uneasy mood instantly surged.

“You have misunderstood, I am not saying that you are going to die, but…but I am
saying you, you are going to be against the sky.” Linlong said for a long time, and finally
said what was in his heart.

“Fight against the sky?” Georgeyi frowned.

“Yes, against the sky! George, do you know what Chaos Qi is?”

“You want to be specific, I don’t know.” George shook his voice.

“The Qi of Chaos is the most primitive force in the beginning of heaven and earth, or it
can be said that it is the ancestor of all the energies under the sky, the ancestors of all
kinds of auras, all energy is multiplied by it, so you Do you understand it now?”



“Probably…it seems to understand a little bit.”

“I rely on it. It is the ancestor of all power. Naturally, its purity is also the ancestor level of
all power. If I say this, do you understand?”

” What do you mean, this power is very strong?”

“It is not only very strong, it is simply abnormally strong. Why is the Bafang world higher
than the Xuanyuan world, and why is the Xuanyuan world higher than the earth? It is not
because of the difference in spiritual energy. Is it? The more advanced the world, the
greater the aura energy, and the purer the purity, so it is easier to cultivate people in this
world, the higher the level, the level of the natural world is also different. It can be said
that the aura energy The level determines the level of the world you are in.”

“If one day in the future, on the earth you belong to, there are all high-level auras, think
about what the situation will be?”

Hearing Linlong’s words, George could think of the answer almost without thinking.

If the earth has sufficient aura, everyone can practice, and the high-level aura energy is
in the body, the consequences will be obvious.

“So, I said you want to guard against the sky, do you understand now?” Linlong smiled.

Today’s George possesses a higher aura and purer Chaos power than before. Naturally,
the spells released and the level of cultivation will be greatly improved.

“To be honest, what you are doing now… I am a little embarrassed to suck you. These
things are basically invisible, so if you suck them a little bit less.” Lin Long said.

After all, the only person who can really maximize these precious auras is George, who
can use it to heal his injuries. Linlong felt that it was too wasteful.

“If you can fully use these chaotic energy, then the sky is your limit.”

For Linlong, George was very shocked. He hadn’t thought about it at all. A move of
revenge and grudge would get So the result.

But at the same time, he was a little embarrassed.

After all, these things were absorbed from the stomach of gluttonous food. Now that he
knows that this thing is so expensive, George is really embarrassed.

“Suck it.” George still said in the next second.

“You and I are good brothers, you give me the heart of the dragon race, don’t say a little
chaos, even if you are all absorbed, I have nothing to say.”



“Three thousand, are you a tiger? “Linlong said silently.

“Hurry up, don’t talk nonsense, hurry up. If anything happens, I still count on you to take
them out of here.” George said coldly.

“Dmn, I’ll go.”

As soon as the voice fell, Linlong’s voice disappeared, and the image of Linlong on
George’s arm disappeared. Obviously, this guy had already gone to the heart of the
dragon to absorb energy.

“Xiao Bai, you go too.” A shot of Xiao Bai’s mark, I saw Xiao Bai’s mark flashing golden
light, tight and dim again.

For his brother, George is never stingy, no matter what he wants, George is never
stingy.

After getting these two, George slowly walked downstairs. The knock on the door
downstairs apparently awakened the other residents in the restaurant, but everyone did
not dare to leave the house at this time, only gently opened their windows and looked
downstairs quietly.

After a while, Xiao Er opened the door of the restaurant. When he saw the three people
in front of him, he was taken aback.

Behind him, when George saw these three women, he couldn’t help but stunned. The
three women’s skin was as white as snow. Even in the dark, they were faintly white and
their appearance was even more beautiful and dignified. Wearing a thick black trench
coat, but still can’t conceal the fact of their mysterious body.

When the three women saw George, they were also taken aback. The leading woman
smiled slightly: “Excuse me, is it George and Han Shaoxia?”
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“Are you?” George frowned.

Although the other party had already known that the three of them were women, the
other party was completely out of George’s expectations.

According to George’s estimation, even if the opponent is a woman, who might come
out at night, they must be masters of various middle schools. But what I can think of is
that, let alone masters, the three women in front of them have no trace of the dusty
atmosphere on their beautiful faces, but they are more like Xiaojiabiyu growing up in a
greenhouse.

Not only is he beautiful as a flower, but he is also exquisitely dressed. The clothes under
the black clothes are also polite and outstanding. At first glance, he is rich or noble.



In other words, these three women are definitely not people in the world, let alone cruel
people.

Even… even these three women can’t even use ordinary dancing knives and guns.

Because George has quietly scanned the tiger’s mouth on the hands of the three from
the first sight of the three women.

For those who hold swords and knives for a long time, the tiger’s mouth will give birth to
a certain amount of cocoons due to year-round wear and tear, but these three women
have almost none.

“It’s an inconvenience for the late night harassment. Please forgive Han Shaoxia.” The
woman smiled softly and saluted George.

She bowed, and the two women behind her bowed together.

“Han Shaoxia, please forgive me.”

With the words of the three girls, George was a little confused in the same place, after all,
this was too far from what he imagined.

Not only him, but even the outsider’s Xiao Er, is also dumbfounded.

Although he is not a member of the world, he has seen many things in the world, and he
is even clearer and clearer about George’s big draws.

But as soon as the door opened, the other party was not only a vicious person, but three
very beautiful and quiet beauties.

Dian Xiaoer suddenly thought of something, and stepped back with interest.

“Well, who are you?” George asked.

“Han Shaoxia, we are all subordinates. We can’t answer who it is and who. The three of
us came here, in fact, at the order of my master, inviting Han Shaoxia to gather in the
mansion.”

“My master has prepared good wine and food!”

Hearing this, George frowned and said: “George always likes to be quiet, so he doesn’t
like to make friends. Please tell the three of you to go back and tell your master. I accept
his kindness, and forget it.” After speaking, George glanced at the shop Xiaoer in the
distance, then turned around and wanted to go upstairs.

“My master knows that Han Shaoxia may not go. However, my master asked me to tell
you that if you do not go, you may regret it.” Hearing that George could not go, the
leading woman seemed not at all anxious. , But said a little lightly.



With such self-confidence, the anti-Buddha has long been expected.

“Really?” George turned his head and smiled slightly.

After thinking about it, George really couldn’t think of what he would regret because of
this, and turned around and continued to walk upstairs.

Xiao Er also moved forward a few steps at this time, preparing to close the door. At this
moment, the woman also smiled softly, took out a handkerchief from her hand, and
handed it to the shop villain. At the same time, she also gave some amethysts on it.

The shop Xiaoer immediately knew what was going on. After he accepted Amethyst, he
nodded, without closing the door, turned around and hurried to chase George who was
walking upstairs.

“Han Shaoxia” caught up with George, the shop Xiaoer held the handkerchief in front of
George with both hands: “That girl asked me to give this thing to you.”

George hesitated for a moment, and finally picked up the handkerchief, and went on. ,
The whole person went upstairs and opened the handkerchief.

This handkerchief is unremarkable, that is, a handkerchief that can’t be simpler. It’s not
so advanced, it can only be said to be exquisite.

There is a beautiful embroidery on the handkerchief, a picture of a mandarin duck
playing in the water, exquisite handwork, but the strangest thing is one of the mandarin
ducks, which is larger.

This mandarin duck is a bit funny, fat and fat. From the eyes of a man on earth like
George, it is not like a mandarin duck, but more like the bloated and cute penguins on
the planet.

“What do you mean? Could it be that the master of these three girls, or the daughter of
which family?” George smiled bitterly and shook his head. He threw the handkerchief on
the bonsai in the aisle and turned to the house. Walked inside.

Only after walking only a few steps, George’s figure suddenly stood up, and his brows
were also tightly locked at this time.

A few seconds later, George suddenly turned his head, and then rushed into the bonsai
a few steps, picked up the handkerchief and couldn’t help smelling it in front of his nose.
George, who was nervous, was even more emotional now.

A stride rushed straight downstairs, and the poor Xiaoer had just delivered the
handkerchief, and only a few steps down the stairs, he only felt a gust of wind blowing
by him, and in the next second, only George rushed out of the door, tightly. And looking
around in the street.



Tightly, then, George’s figure has rushed in front of him again, making the shop Xiaoer
call to hell at a fast speed.

“Where are the three women just now?”

“After sending the handkerchiefs,…they left.”

“Do you know which way to go?”

“Over there!” As

soon as the voice fell, George’s figure was already again. Disappeared, Xiao Er in the
shop could only see the handrails of the stairs that George was holding when he asked
himself a moment ago. At this time, he had left five deep fingerprints…
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